Introduction.
It has been known for some time that the inverse image of an open interval under a derivative either is empty or has positive measure (see [l] or [2] ). Somewhat later it was shown that this property is also possessed by every approximate derivative and every &th Peano derivative (see [4] , [5] or [ó] ). At that time it was known that an approximate derivative is an ordinary derivative on an open dense set (see [3] ), and likewise, a &th Peano derivative is an ordinary £th derivative on an open dense set (see [5] ). This paper proves that these ordinary derivatives possess the above property on their sets of existence.
Definitions. Throughout, all functions are real valued functions defined on some fixed connected subset of the real line. Lebesgue measure on the line will be denoted by u. Definition 1. A function / has an approximate derivative /a'p if for each x in its domain there is a set E whose density (computed relative to the domain of /) at x is 1 such that It will now be established that the interiors (relative to the domain of/) of the nondegenerate connected components of Ea and Eb form the complement of a perfect set. On the interior (computed relative to the domain of/) of a nondegenerate component of Ea,f¿p is bounded above by a and since an approximate derivative has the Darboux property (see [3] ), the values of /ap at the endpoints of the component are no more than a. Hence, on the closure (computed relative to the domain of /) of the component, /ap is bounded above by a, and thus, is/' there. It follows that two distinct components of Ea cannot have a common endpoint. A similar statement can be made for Eb. Moreover, the Darboux property of /ap also implies that a component of Ea cannot have an endpoint in common with a component of Eh.
Let P be the perfect set whose complement is the union of the interiors of the nondegenerate components of Ea and Eh. Since /ap is a function of Baire class one, it must have a point of continuity in P relative to P. Thus, the proof consists of verifying that if fip1(a, b) contains no points where/'(x) exists, then /ap has no point of continuity in P relative to P. Let x be in P and let / be any open interval containing x. There are points y', z' in / with f¿p(y')^b and f¿p(z') ¿a, for if there were, say, no such y', then/ap would be bounded above on / and hence would be an ordinary derivative on / (see [3] ), and, by the assumption, / would be contained in a component of Ea contrary to x in IC\P. If y' is not in P, then it is in a component of Eb and the endpoint, y, of that component lying between x and y' is in PC\I, with/ap(y)3ïè.
Likewise, there is a z in PC\I with /ap(z) ^a.
Thus, x is the limit of two sequences {yn} and {z"\ in P such that /ap(zn) ^a and/ap(y") ¿ib. Hence x can not be a point of continuity of /ap relative to P. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 1 since all properties of fap used there are possessed by/* (see [5] ). By Lemma 1, E is dense in itself, for if x is in E and 7 an open interval containing x, then there is a point y in 7, y^x, with /ap(y) in (a, ¿>) by the Darboux property of /ap. Take an interval J contained in 7, containing y but not x. Then there is a z in 7 where/'(z) exists and lies in (a, b). Thus, Cl E (closure being computed relative to the domain of/) is a perfect set. It will be shown that assuming u(E) =0 implies CI E has no point of continuity of /ap relative to Cl E. Let x be in F and let 7 be an open interval containing x. If Ea(~\I is empty, then /ap is bounded below on 7, and hence is an ordinary derivative on 7. Thus, u(EC\I)>0 contrary to assumption. Thus
EaC\I is not empty nor is Eb(~\I. Now let x be in Cl E, and let 7 be an open interval containing x. There is an x' in I(~\E, and consequently there is a y' in If\Eb and z' in If~\Ea. By the Darboux property for/ap there is a y" in 7 with fiP(y") <b but as close to b as desired, and there is a z" in 7 with/ap(z") >a but as close to a as desired. Finally, by Lemma 1, there is y in 7 where/'(y) exists, f'(y) <b but as close to b as desired, and there is z in 7 where/'(z) exists, f'(z)>a but as close to a as desired. Thus, y and z belong to E. Hence it is possible to construct two sequences {yn}, {z"} in F converging to x such that {f'(yn)} converges to b and \f'(zn)} converges to a. Thus x is not a point of continuity of /ap relative to CI E. Again the proof is the same as that of Theorem 1 for the same reason.
